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A kitchen remodel is one of the biggest renovation jobs you will do when transforming your
home. And one of the biggest decisions you will have to make (if not the biggest) is choosing
cabinetry. You need to spend time thinking about colour, material, style, and function of each
piece. If that feels overwhelming to you, you are not alone. Fortunately, we have a number of
exerts here at Ultimate who are ready to help. Check out this Ultimate video to elaborate on
some other aspects of custom cabinetry.

Choose your Layout
When you are about to redo your kitchen, don’t fall into the trap of thinking the current layout is
the best or only layout. Walls can often be moved or removed. Islands can change shape and
size. If you are doing a big renovation, we can even change the location of your kitchen all
together. It just takes a keen eye, some know-how, and a little imagination to re-evaluate your
kitchen layout.
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When you pick a new layout, in terms of cabinetry, you want to think about efficiency. When you
are near the oven, what kitchen tools will you want to grab, so what kind of drawers will you
need? How big does your pantry need to be? Do you have an island, and is it big enough to
have storage on both sides?

Choose your Style
Colour
The currently popular colours for kitchens come in a vast selection. Some people like pure white
from top to bottom. Some are relaxed by darker tones. We’ve done duo-tones, added bright
pops of colour, neutrals, and then some.
The colour you choose should be more dependent on personal taste than current trends. You
will want a colour that goes well with your floor and other design choices you have made in your
home. Especially if you have an open concept floor plan and your main floor feels like one great
room.

Material
This will depend more on the style and colour palette you are leaning towards. Do you prefer the
grainy look of wood? Then solid wood cabinets stained to the shade you prefer may be the way
to go. There are some drawbacks to wood, like it is susceptible to moisture. But since we live in
Alberta, and humidity isn’t one of our top concerns, wood cabinets should be fine in your home.
You can also paint wood to be your favourite colour. However, if you want an opaque, solid, or
even finish, MDF could be the right option for you. It is nice and solid, stands up to more wear
and tear, and is more cost efficient than wood.

Hardware
Another personal decision. Everyone seems to have an opinion on the best style. Frankly, the
right option is the one that matches your personal preference. Knobs or handles, shiny or matte,
silver, gold, back, white, blue, or any colour under the rainbow… The choice is yours.
Hardware is an area that is often more expensive than consumers expect. The cost depends on
the brand and artistry, and the materials used to craft them. You can certainly find and use
hardware at a significantly lower cost, and they will work just as well. However, you may find
yourself with remarkably fewer options to choose from. It’s up to you to choose your happy
medium between price and style.
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Choose your Functionality
Drawers vs Cabinets
Cabinets are more cost efficient. Drawers are better in basically every category. At Ultimate, we
wildly prefer and recommend drawers for the simple fact that they are much more functional.
Think of the last time you cleaned out a cupboard and found something way in the back that you
don’t even remember buying in the first place. With drawers, you can pull the whole thing out
and see everything inside at once. Talk about convenient.
Furthermore, you can let other features take on a drawer format. Put your garbage and
recycling bins inside a drawer specifically for them. A pull out spice rack to get your spices off
the counter and in a much more convenient place. Our latest showhome even has a pull out
pantry (pictured below), which not only saves on space, but puts everything at such easy
access.
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Other hidden surprises
There are other features you can
have built into your cabinetry.
Storage components specifically for
your pots, pans, cutting boards and
baking sheets can not only save
space in your kitchen, but help
protect them from getting banged up
or scratched. We’re also a big fan of
keeping your plates and bowls in a
drawer - they can be heavy so why
are we still lifting them above our
heads? A special insert with
rearrange able pegs can keep your
dishes from moving around your
drawers when they are opened and
closed.
A common favourite feature among
our customers is the updated style of
the lazy Susan. Instead of swiveling
in a circle in a dark and deep corner,
the new style pulls completely out. It
easily swings in front of the next
cupboard so you can see the whole
shelf, and smoothly slides back into
place.

Did you know that Ultimate Homes & Renovations has the expertise and resources to do all
custom cabinetry in house? We have a great machine called the CNC machine that can make
your cabinets, doors, and other home elements in whatever custom pattern you want. We’ve
made doors with everything from simple lines to elaborate music notes. It’s something that most
home builders and renovation companies would have to outsource, but we prefer having it in
house to not only keep costs down, but also keep as much control of a renovation project under
one umbrella as possible.
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Above: Updated style of the lazy Susan that
pulls all the way out for efficiency and a special
drawer for pots, pans, and lids to save space

Above: A deep drawer with movable pegs to
hold anything without letting it move around
and a special drawer for baking sheets
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Visit our Ultimate Showhome
108 Douglas Woods Grove SE
Thursday 12pm-7pm
Friday-Sunday 9am-4pm

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes and
Renovations, you automatically qualify for our
referral program? Call us for information.
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